






                                            TRANSFORMERS: Dimensional




          It was exactly as he remembered it. Standing on top of the large hill with it’s shadow still casting over the city far below, the lone form that occupied it just stood there and gazed, as captivated as the moment he first set foot here fifty years ago. After taking in the view for a little while longer, he leapt into the air and soared down towards the city, not wanting to waste too much time as he had much work to do and much to accomplish at a later time.
          He descended quickly, and landed with a dull thud just outside the city, in the same place where he found Predaking slumped over and almost non-functional so long ago. Skystorm’s optics flashed briefly as he scanned the area, picking up nothing so far. He didn’t even feel any kind of presence at all, which was good for now. As he kept walking through the city, he noted how the damaged structure looked the same as they did years ago, every blast hole, every chunk of debris still intact.
          More of the same revealed itself to him as he kept going, with nothing out of the ordinary happening. There was not even a trace of the mysterious red vortexes that started the whole calamity in the first place. In under a megacycle, he had come to the other side of the city, and left it’s limits to go take a quick look at the gorge, and the crater below.
          When he looked over the edge of the gorge, what he saw surprised him. The small structure was gone. In it’s place was a spherical construct twice the size of the old structure. He contemplated his next course of action carefully, fully aware there could be a hostile force or life
form down there waiting. Now having had mastered his god-like powers some years ago, he decided to head down there and investigate. After a quick transformation into his jet mode, Skystorm veered down the slope of the gorge, so close the dust whipped up like a storm cloud chasing him out of the sky.
           As he approached the large sphere, he braked, transformed back to robot mode, and landed on the ground next to it with a dulled thud, so not to alarm who or whatever could be lurking. Facing the sphere, Skystorm started running some scans of it, before anything else.  
          “Curious indeed.” he mumbled to himself, the wind now picking up, swirling the dust around him, the gorge’s floor remote and dry.

           He could sense the arrival of the large being, his telekinetic abilities strong and focused. He knew this was the one that he had been waiting for, the one that visited here in the past, and stolen something that didn’t belong to him or his kind. The advanced technology was meant for someone else, someone that had been trained for millenia on how to use it to it’s full potential. The fact that someone from another world, from another period of time had found this realm, had found the technology and then taken it for himself was incomprehensible.
           Svyykk focused his neural energies the best he could, not wanting to miss his opportunity to reclaim what was his, what should have become a part of him, and not someone else. He hid in the darkness inside the sphere, waiting to strike. His people had the ability to shapeshift between two forms, a solid body that resembled a bipedal form, with spider-like protrusions everywhere, to a more liquid form capable of infiltrating places that solid bipedals couldn’t go.
           His people used to be solids, eons ago. Their society was a peaceful one that prided themselves on their advanced knowledge and use of telepathy and telekinesis. They had taken millenia to master these abilities and use them to better they’re society, while staying isolated from the rest of the galaxy. That all changed when the race of symbionts arrived on their world, 
and forcibly conquered them, with both races shortly becoming one, a new terrifying lifeform with almost limitless power.
           They were content to live in this realm, undisturbed, until the mechanized invaders began to arrive. For time, Svyykk’s people couldn’t figure out how these beings were being pulled into their realm, until it was too late. It seems that the realm was much more stable then anyone thought, with random dimensional vortexes spawning due to the raw energy causing the realm to
expand and contract, the vortexes being a side effect of this. 
            It was decided at that point that should the one who stole the technology return, he would be persuaded to return the device, or face the consequences. Svyykk was chosen for the task, as the device was meant for him, as it was he who had studied the technology for interdimensional travel for hundreds of years, and was granted the first test. Soon, he thought, he would retrieve it and conduct his long awaited tests. Soon indeed.

           There was no door that he could locate, nor was there anything that looked like some sort of access panel that might be used to gain access to the interior of the sphere. To say he was a little perplexed at this point was somewhat of an understatement. He wasn’t even sure if he could blast a hole in it, as his optical scanners weren’t able to penetrate the sphere’s outer wall. Skystorm just stood there, staring at it, unsure of how to proceed next.
           Reluctantly, he raised his plasma rifle, leveling it at the sphere, bringing it’s charge to full power, and fired. The bolt of plasma energy lanced out from the barrel, striking the sphere’s outer layer, and bouncing right off it, back towards him and narrowly missing his head, instead hitting the rockface farther behind him, debris sliding down it and crumbling. His optics dulled for a quick cycle while he was thinking. 
          ‘That didn’t work very well.’  
          Lowering the rifle for now, he was back to square one for the moment. Skystorm decided to use his phase-shift, now an integrated part of him since his rebuild and reactivation by Omnicron decades ago. He focused on the interior of the sphere, and his body was instantly enveloped by an energy field of shimmering purple energy. He disappeared, along with the light show, and reappeared a few seconds later on the inside of the sphere, in the same energy field that dissipated quickly, leaving him standing as he normally would inside the sphere.
           It was dark on the inside, with any and all light sources that he detected seemingly offline. His optics automatically adding light, he was about to start looking around and scanning, when a single light from the sphere’s ceiling came on, illuminating something in the centre of the floor. Walking up to it, he noticed that the something was actually a small chamber that a smaller form could possibly fit into. Just as he reached out to touch the chamber, a loud noise signified that the chamber was coming to life, and a short time later the hatch opened.
           A small form half his size ducked out from the chamber, and now stood before him. It was a fleshling being of some sort, with pieces of some technology a part of it. He also detected a secondary lifeforce that seemingly was one with the primary being that stood before him. Suddenly, the being spoke. 
          “We knew you would return here.” mentioned the being, it’s eyes glowing with a strange green light.
           Skystorm looked down upon the being, and pondered considered it for a moment.
          “We?” 
           The being repliedwithout hesitation. “My people are the Tekk, and this is our realm. My name is Svyykk, and you have something that belongs to me.” 
          Skystorm looked confused for a moment, his optics blinking as he tried to figure out what he could possibly have that belonged to the peculiar alien in front of him. 
          “What is it of yours do you think I have?” he asked, wanting to know what it was.
          The alien Svyykk smiled briefly before his expression went quite serious to answer the question posed him. 
         “On your last visit to this place, you ‘acquired’ a piece of technology that was meant for me. I would ask for it’s return now." 
          It hit Skystorm quickly. ‘The phase-shift.’
          He wasn’t sure how to tell the being that it was a  permanent part of his systems now, but gave it a try. 
         “That technology you speak of is now a permanent part of me, due to a recent incident. As much as I might want to, I cannot remove it.” he said.
          This didn’t sit well with Svyykk. “A likely story. First you steal it, now you don’t want to give it up because you know all about it’s power now.” he stated, some distaste in his voice.  
          Skystorm knew he might not be able to get through to this person, so he decided to offer a compromise to the being. 
         “I can’t give you the technology that’s inside me, but perhaps there is something else you require that I can provide for you?” he queried, only half expecting a positive response. 
          Svyykk suddenly became more attentive, and his eyes glowed brighter than normal before he spoke again. 
         “I require nothing except that which was taken from me, which you claim cannot be returned.” 
          Skystorm said nothing, knowing there was an impasse that wouldn’t be resolved anytime soon. There was really nothing else he could do, save leaving this realm permanently. He decided it was the only course of action, and turned to leave, but not before addressing the fleshling one last time on his way out of the structure.
          “There is nothing I can do for you. I will however promise that myself nor any of my kind will visit this realm in the future.” he stated, before turning to leave once again.
          Svyykk didn’t like the answer one bit. 
         “No! It can’t end like this!” he yelled, as Skystorm began to be enveloped by the phase-shift energy. Svyykk saw this and ran directly at Skystorm, lunging at the large robot when in range and crashing right into him as the phase-shift enveloped them both, knocking them through
a vortex uncontrollably, the two forms now locked in a hand to hand battle as they slid through the vortex.

           The shimmering energy field of the phase-shift turned into a vortex, it’s power spitting out both forms before disappearing completely, the battle raging between the two on unfamiliar grounds. There was much in the way of vegetation, which Svyykk found out first hand as he was thrown into a massive tree trunk, slumping over it and in some pain now. Skystorm picked
himself up off the grassy floor and produced his plasma rifle, leveling it at the smaller fleshling.  
           “One more move and I’ll vaporize you, fleshling.” he said, his trigger finger a little itchy at this point.
           “Damn you, robot!” said Svyykk, his voice full of anger as he slowly got to his feet, hurt from the collision with the tree. Looking around at the unfamiliar surroundings, he could do nothing but ask the obvious question.
          “Where...is this place?” he queried. 
           Skystorm didn’t move, but responded rather quickly, given the circumstances. 
           “I don’t know. You ruined my calculations when I initiated a dimensional shift, so I don’t know where we ended up.” he replied.
           Skystorm did have a little bit of an idea where he was, but did not want to give the fleshling any information that might be of consequence. He promply decided on a course of action before moving. 
          “I suggest we find a way out of here, as my phase-shift is unable to be activated due to the dynamics of this place. I also suggest you stay in front of me.” 
           Svyykk had no choice really but to follow the suggestion. In a foreign realm, with no allies, he couldn’t do anything rash that would put the symbiont in any kind of jeopardy. 
         “Very well then.” he replied softly.
          He turned and began walking, with Skystorm not too far behind, keeping his plasma rifle in hand in case anything ridiculous happened. As the two of them made their way through the vegetation, Skystorm scanned the sky that was visible, hoping to get some kind of bearing. He had thought that he was in a realm he had visited years back, but the familiarity of the planet ended when he failed to sight any moons in orbit, but saw two suns instead. Time passed,
and just when both started to think that the vegetation and forest contained little else, Svyykk suddenly fell down, having walked into something.
           He got back up, and scrutinized what he had walked into. It seemed to be a massive wall of some kind of stone, one that was higher than the trees. When he turned around, he noticed Skystorm’s optics glowing brighter than normal. The Cybertronian spoke shortly afterwords. 
          “Stone structure with a hexagonal shape. I’m detecting a power source inside.” 
          Svyykk started looking along the walls for an opening of some sort, hoping to quickly gain access and see for himself what was in there. Instead, he found a sizeable crack in the stone that he could slip through in his other form. Svyykk focused his thoughts, and with the help of the symbiont, became a think puddle of goo on the grassy floor, slowly making his way up the wall and into the crack.
           The wall’s stone was thick, and it took him a lot longer to get through the crack than he had hoped, but still made it inside. There was little light, and once he oozed onto a floor, he began to reassemble his bipedal form bit by bit, rising out of the goo. Looking around properly now, he couldn’t see much, but was happy to get inside before the robot did. Svyykk was about to start exploring, when an explosion rang out, the floor shook, and he heard some crumbling sounds. Just as it ended, a large beam of light illuminated the interior, with a large form standing in the new doorway, a weapon in it’s hand smoking.
          “Curse him.” muttered Svyykk, forgetting about the robot’s weapon.
          With the light from outside making the immediate interior more visible, he noticed another large wall that was like an inner hexagonal ring, but with an open doorway giving way to a corridor that headed into the centre of the strange structure. The robot was already walking towards it. Reluctantly, he followed, not wanting to be left out of whatever was in there. As they made their way down the corridor, Svyykk noticed some inscriptions on the walls that he found somewhat familiar, yet confusing at the same time. They almost resembled ancient Tekk writing, but missing certain elements of the language.
            His thinking on the matter came to halt as he bumped into the robot, who had stopped and was examining something in front of him. It seemed they were at the end of the corridor, and a closed doorway was now in front of them. 
           Skystorm scanned beyond the door. “There is a large room beyond this door, and that is where the power source is emanating from.” he said. 
           Svyykk walked around the large robot and looked at the door, which contained similar
inscriptions like the corridor walls. There was also a small slot in the door that looked like a port for a key or something. After staring at it for a few moments, Svyykk knew exactly what to do.
           Focusing his thoughts on the slot, his left limb became liquid, and he squeezed it into the open slot, forming a solid shape of the slot inside it. With a loud creak, the door began to slide out of the way. Svyykk released his hold on the slot’s interior, went liquid again, then regained his limb’s solid form. Skystorm looked down at the smaller being, now knowing he wasn’t a total fleshling.
          “Impressive.” he said, beginning to walk into the inner chamber, which was dark along the perimeter, with a single beam of sunlight from above striking the centre. The two of them walked towards what looked like a hexagonal ring made of stone that stood upright at the centre of the chamber, illuminated by that sunlight. Skystorm then stuck his hand through it, but to no avail. 
          “The power source lies in this....thing, yet I’m not sure how.”                   
          Svyykk looked at it, but couldn’t figure it out either. He was about to walk into it, when he noticed something, a pattern on the stone floor in front of him. It was a triangle imprinted onto the floor, and it’s tip pointed at the large hexagon ring. Not having any other course of action, he walked onto the triangle and stood there.
          Without warning, the hexagon began to glow, and the nothingness in the ring was replaced by pure energy. It slowly went away, replaced by an image of another world. There was tundra there, and mountains in the background with a green sky above that contained a rather large moon. By this time, Skystorm had moved next to Svyykk looking at the image. 
          “Interesting.” he said, examining it. 
          Suddenly, the image vanished, and was replaced with another, a place that was very familiar to Skystorm. Three moons were visible in the sky, a valley lush with vegetation below. 
          “The Crystal realm?!” he exclaimed confusedly. Not really thinking, he walked into the hexagon, did a quick scan, then walked back into the chamber, just as the image vanished again
and was replaced with another, unfamiliar place.
           Svyykk stared at the hexagon wide-eyed, then looked at the robot.
           “What just happened there, robot?” he asked. 
           Skystorm looked at Svyykk. “It appears we have stumbled across an ancient gateway to many other realms.” he replied. “The Crystal realm is one I frequent, and according to my scans, that was definitely it.” 
           Svyykk looked floored. ‘A gateway!’ he thought to himself. ‘Way more useful than that piece of shifting technology.' 
           He turned and faced Skystorm. “I no longer require that device from you, robot. I know now why this has all happened. I was meant all along to find the ancient realm of my people.” he said, not wanting any further conflict with the robot.
           The large Transformer pondered this for a moment, knowing that with being able to phase-shift at will, he needn't concern himself with this gateway. After all, it may very well belong to the Tekk, and he knew how to find it again should he need to visit.
           “Very well. But keep in mind that being a keeper of something as powerful like this will not be easy.” he stated. 
            Svyykk nodded. “I am up to the challenge.” he replied. “With now having a way to travel between the realms, my people will become less apprehensive and less suspicious. All Tekk can be united now.” 
            He himself felt less apprehension to the robot, knowing any further conflict would be unwarranted an wasteful. Just then, another image took over in the ring, and it was one they both recognized. The familiar sphere and gorge of Svyykk’s home realm was there.
            "I-I apologize for being hostile to you, robot. I can see you are not a threat to me or my people now."
            Skystorm finally put his plasma rifle away, and looked at the small being, before nodding his approval. 
           “I will take my leave of you now. May Primus keep you safe.” he said. 
            Svyykk nodded and smiled, even though he didn't know what a 'Primus' was, but he appreciated the gesture. 
            “We shall meet again robot, and hopefully we will fight on the same side, should the need ever arise.” 
            Skystorm's optics glowed. “I’m sure of it.” he replied. “Until then....” his voice trailed off as he stepped into the ring, disappearing to somewhere else before the image on the ring vanished completely. 
            Svyykk then stepped off the triangle and examined the ring briefly. It was all up to him now, to unite his people and start a new way of life. As much as he disliked the robot at first, without its intervention none of this would have happened, and the portal and it’s power would have remained forgotten forever.
           'I have learned a great deal today.'




                                                             THE END
                                             
                                          


